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Northern California DXer "Gets 'em All"
Mount Shasta resident lrv Astrnann (photo
left) is a big gun in the world of ham radio.
A party was thrown in his honor at Lalo's
Restaurant on Saturday night to celebrate the
fact that he has now made contact with every
ham-designated country in the world.
And it took him 56 years to get all of those
342 countries (indicated by pins in the map
also held up by Russ Ireland, right).
"I've been in public service practically all
my life," Astrnann told the dinner crowd,
"and I can't recall anyone having an
occasion for me like this. I thank you from
the bottom of my heart."
Those who frequent the ham bands know
·him as Old Man River, a nickname based on
his callsign, W60MR.
Astrnann has made contact with countries
that aren't countries any more, and countries
that only count in the ham world.
For instance, the South Sandwich Islands
between Antarctica and the Falklands aren't
their own country, but they meet the
criteria- as a ham country. Right now a
crew of hams is on those rocky islands so
others around the world can contact them
and tally another connection.
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But Astrnann already worked that country
20 years ago, the last time hams went on
DX-pedition there.
His flrst contact was in 1936, when he
worked a Siberian station.
His strong point is operating with Morse
Code. One year he won a contest by copying
31 words per minute.
Mount Shasta ham Dennis Freeman said
he got into the hobby through Astmann.
"Old Man River inspired many of us."
"There's not a single mode or aspect of
ham radio that lrv hasn't been involved with,
and in most cases he's the one in our area
who teaches everyone else," he said.
McCloud ham Bob Dalleske wrote a short
biography on Astrnann, and will submit it to
World Radio Magazine.
Dalleske said very few hams accomplish
what Astmann has achieved.
Mt. Shasta ham Michael Zanger read
letters from out-of-town hams who couldn't
atte nd, but wanted to pass on their
congratulations to Astrnann.

P5 Next?
by John Kanode, N4MM

The International Amateur Radio Union
(IARU) announced a project establishing
Amateur Radio in the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea (DPRK)-during the
World Administrative Radio Conference in
Torremolinos, Spain.
In preliminary discussions in Pyongyang,
DPRK authorities indicated a positive
attitude toward the project.
Several Amateur Radio groups and IARU
member societies have offered support.
continued on page 5

May Meeting

The May 8 meeting will be held at the
Farmhouse Restaurant (386 Convention
Way, Redwood City-101 to Whipple
westbound, left on Veterans Way (first
light), then immediately left onto
Convention Way).
Cost is $15 per person- for chicken,
prime rib, or fish of the day.
Refreshments start at 6, dinner at 7. There
excerpted from an article in the Apri/1 'Mount · will be a raffle. The program will be
Shasta Herald,' sent in by W6ERS.
announced by KN6J on Thursday night net.
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Board of Directors Meeting
Reflecting the board's raised awareness of yuppie cuisine, the April meeting was held at the
Jack-in-the-Box on Camden Avenue in San Jose. Because it's not a sit-down place, the
meeting actually took place in a Ford van whose owner wishes to remain anonymous.
Bill, W6TEX, called the meeting to order at 7
selected, he rearranged them alphabetically.

P.M.

Not liking the order the board

Ron, NG6X, moved the meeting be called to chaos. That motion failed, so he moved the
meeting be called Harold.
It was m/s/p that the board start thinking about Field Day.
It was m/s/p that all further motions be passed.
It was m/s/p that the previous motion be retracted.
Bob, NQ6X, gave the treasurer's report. He said the balance was $2,500. Bob was
promptly removed from office by unanimous vote of the other board members for failing
to adhere to the by-laws, which clearly prohibit the use of round numbers.
Dave, AF6S, was chosen temporary treasurer. Within minutes he produced an improved
treasurer's report on his new PowerBook and handed it to Bill who, seeing the balance,
78 cents and a gum wrapper, exclaimed, "That's more like it." It was m/s/p to accept the
new report. Dave mumbled, "I sure got my money's worth out of the new computer," but
no one paid any attention as the meeting moved on to moreimportant topics.
It was m/s/p that the club's bylaws be replaced with an anonymous member's inlaws,
who-all agreed to claim if asked-are more comprehensible.
It was moved to postpone all further procrastination. However, it was thought a vote oA
the general membership might possibly affect the sequence of future postponements, s0
the issue was tabled until July or August (when a new BOD could take it up).
The meeting was adjourned by President Fontes at 8. He was promptly ousted for failure
to adhere to the Bylaws prohibition of the use of round numbers to adjourn meetings.
Newly-selected President Eric, W6DU-who pulled the short straw---<:alled the
meeting back to order at 8:03 for the sake of adjourning it properly.
Secretary Stan, K6MA, was forcefully removed under the "no writing which might
induce a headache" clause in section IVX.l3% of the Bylaws.
President Edberg adjourned the meeting properly at 8:07, which reminded him to
suggest the venue be changed to someplace where you can get an 807. It was m/s/p.
Based on the EMARC BOD meeting minutes, as reported in the 'EMARC Enquirer,' a
special supplement to the April 'EMARC Relay' of the Electronics Museum ARC of Los
Altos, CA-Brian Underwood, N6QHD, Editor.

General Meeting
After a board meeting like that, you expect anyone to show up at a general meeting? Actually,
the International DX Convention-in accordance with long tradition, supplants the April
club meetings of NCDXC---and I had to fill the space on this page with somethingl-ed.

Roster Changes
Thomas G. Wood, N6IXX
8336 North Locan A venue
Clovis, CA 93612
new home phone: 209/298-7388
new work phone: 209/263-5444
new fax:
209/298-5717
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K6SQL, William Raskoff
new home phone: 415/697-89%
new work phone: 415/202-2878
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Visalia
1992
The International DX Convention
(please turn to page 6 for more pictures}
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The Great Albanian QSL Caper
by Jack, W61SQ
The ZA1A operation may have produced the
greatest single QSLing task in the history of
DXing. This, the story of that amazing effort,
was excerpted from the winter 1992 issue of
the Northern California DX Foundation
Bulletin, edited by Steve, N6ST.

Planning
On August 16, 1991, Manti Laine, OH2BH
and Wayne Mills, N7NG, met with the
Northern California DX Foundation Board
of Directors to discuss the forthcoming
Amateur Radio training program and
DXpedition to Albania.
At that time, Martti and Wayne asked
NCDXF Director W60AT to handle the
QSL cards. Rusty agreed, and with his
typical genius and enthusiasm, developed a
master plan to do the job quickly but with
minimum labor.
According to the plan, Manti and Wayne
would go into Albania with the first wave of
operators. After two weeks Wayne would
return to the U.S .A. bringing the logs plus
the text to be printed on the QSL cards.
The cards would be designed in California
and ready to go by the time Chip, K7JA, left
Albania ten days later-with more logs. By
that time, the logs brought by Wayne would
already be entered and their QSL labels
printed. Finally, when the operation closed,
Martti would ship the rest of the logs. By the
time that last batch of logs arrived, the cards
from the second set of logs would be done.
A month after the operation ended, we
planned to have answered all the QSLs from
an estimated 35,000 QSOs . It was a
straightforward scheme worthy of the best of
Silicon Valley planners, right?
It didn't work that way. Maybe the
glitches should have been expected. N7NG
left Albania as planned, but went first to
England for a week, to attend a convention.
So no logs arrived to input into the computer.
Various mini-disasters, delays, and problems
followed, each of which nearly destroyed the
plan- if not the egos of the planners!
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Printing the QSLs
QSL layout work began as planned after
Wayne had sent a postcard showing the
Albanian flag. Diane Beaudet-designer
daughter of NCDXF Director Lou,
K6TMB-and her fellow employee Eric
Schroeder (Pacific Marketing Group) used
the postcard to create the front of the QSL.
For the reverse side Rusty took an idea
from TF3CW's card-a printed box for the
computer-generated report label. With help
from K1ZZ, ARRL, IARU, ARI, andJARL,
Rusty collected logos to use on the card.
After his return, N7NG supplied the text.
The finished design was sent by overnight
express to the Carqueville Press in Chicago,
along with an order for 50,000 cards.
The very next day, Martti (OH2BH) sent
out a news release with slightly different
information. Panic! Did NCDXF now own
50,000 QSLs with a conflicting story? We
called Chicago and learned, to our great
relief, that the cards had not yet been printed.
Over the phone, Rusty and Wayne revised
the text, which they then faxed to Eric
Schroeder. He reworked the entire reverse
side, even adding a few more logos, before
faxing this new edition to Chicago-with
orders to "Run 'em!"
A week later, a pallet arrived at Rusty's
company. Rusty hurried down to the loading
dock and tore open one of the boxes, for a
first glimpse at the cards for the world's
most-wanted country. He found ... 50,000
order forms for the Clorox Corporation!
Rusty was in a black mood when he
reached his office again-to find the phone
ringing. An equally incredulous employee of
Clorox in Oakland asked if Rusty might be
expecting some postcards from Albania!
Stranger still, another 8000 cards arrived
later- with no explanation-from San
Diego! The shipper never did explain how
that happened.

The Program
There was no way the ZA1A expedition
operators could take computers into Albania.
So brainstormers N6ST, N6TV, K6TMB,

and WOOAT needed a program allowing log
entry later, with a minimum of keystrokes.
A modified KlEA CT program does just
that. It can be used for CW, SSB, and RTTY
on all nine HF bands. And it features the
post-contest mode the situation required. cr
was modified, with help from Ken, KlEA, to
require typing only the call-except for band
or mode changes and periodic time entties
(every ten minutes or so). The program
interpolates for other contact times
The time accuracy was verified against
incoming QSLs. But as you might expect,
the people who typed in the calls
occasionally forgot a band change or
something- resulting in a hundred or so
wrong entties. All were corrected, of course.
As the calls were entered, a bug unknown
to anyone-even KIEA-reared its ugly
head. cr was designed for contests with no
more than 5000 contacts-not enough to
reveal the bug. After about 32,000 calls were
entered, the program began to count
backward in negative QSO numbers!
Also, CT requires two user-performed
steps to print QSL labels. We needed a onetime search-and-print (i.e. type the call and
have it print labels for all QSOs with that
callsign). KIEA generously worked with
N6ST to add this feature, for which we owe
Ken a big debt of gratitude.
With the changes, CT is still limited to
about 65,000 QSOs, yet we ended with over
73,000 in 23log books and some loose pages
(each operator kept his own log). How did
we get 73,000 QSOs into 65,000 spaces?
Answer: we ran CT's "duping" feature, to
remove QSOs for the same band or mode
first, "zapping" 9,000 QSOs (for shame}just enough to get "under the wire."
The job of typing in data from twentythree logs inevitably introduced errors. With
operators from six countries (DL, I,JA, OH,
W and ZA), each nationality having a
peculiar style of writing, and each operator
adding more individuality, interpreting some
of those log entties was difficult-to say th
least. One operator, realizing his log was
continued on next page
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from previous page

indecipherable, took it home and translated
his heiroglyphics-rewriting his entire log.
Also, since each was the record of a
different operator's contacts, the logs
weren't in sequence with each other. For
instance, a three hour 40 meter CW run
might begin in logbook number 4, continue
in logbook 17, and finish in logbook 12.
There were even cases where ZA1A was on
the same band and mode simultaneously
from two transmitters. The only answer was
to construct a date-time matrix for each
logbook, then merge them all into one
master sequential log.
To check the cards set aside for special
handling, we went first to the master
composite log, to determine the logbook
number of the claimed QSO. In most cases,
the call was just transposed when entered
into the computer. The worst problems were
when the date was wrong. Eric, W6DU,
spent days checking problem cards very
carefully, to make sure the "not in log"
stamp wasn't wielded unjustly.

QSL Problems
NCDXF had directed all QSLs to Box 1, Los
Altos, CA. That box belongs to Ross Forbes,
WB6GFJ, whose mother and father (Jack,
WB6QDC) emptied the box daily for over a
month and slit open the envelopes- a great
help. Imagine opening 25,000 envelopes,
many stapled or sealed with tape right to the
edge so a letter opener can't be used! Early,
mistaken instructions to send cards to
W60AT's callbook address had Rusty
fearing his own mail would be buried.
Cards with the callsign on one side and
QSO information on the other are a waste of
time. So attention, all ye who work DX:
please put all the information on one side.
Some sent us a return envelope so tiny
even their own QSL wouldn't fit inside.
Think, fellas! Your return envelope can be
folded, so it doesn't need to be small.
Some QSLs use text fonts so artsy you
can't decipher the callsign. So save your
cleverness for confirming ragchew QSOs!
Or take up painting. But put your call and
your QSO information in plain block letters.
Keep it simple and one-sided. It's not just
better that way, it's cheaper too! Thank you.
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Some operators sent tokens of
appreciation-Scout patches, calendars,
postcards, etc. The QSL team appreciated
the sentiment, and got a few laughs.
But not all the humor was intentional. A
few worthies sent in cards for CW contacts
showing the DXpedition callsign as
ZA1AUP!

In Conclusion
The DXpedition shut down October 7, 1991.
The ftrst batch of QSLs went out October 17.
By January 17, 1992, all received QSLs had
been answered-even the "problem cards."
An estimated 50,000 QSOs were confirmed.
We have also responded to all Bureau QSLs,
a ftrm NCDXF policy.
Thirty-four Amateurs helped do the QSL
chores. A dedicated few did heroic work and
most of the nitty-gritty. W6DU, W60AT,
N6ST, K6TMB, N6TV and K1EA top the
list for highest honors.
The first huge batch of cards was
answered from W60AT's house. After that,
the QSL headquarters was W6DU's where,
for the next two months, Eric's living room
had space for nothing else. WB6GFJ and
Jack and Esther Forbes also deserve heartfelt
thanks for their mail services.
The ZA QSL team accomplished its goal:
to QSL a huge number of cards in the least
possible time. No doubt more cards will
continue to arrive for many years. But with
the great QSL computer program that
resulted from the ZA effort, it will be quite a
bit easier next time.

PS Operation Soon?

from page 1

The project leader is Dr. Seppo Sisatto,
OH1 VR, and the IARU Coordinator is
IARU President Richard Baldwin, W1RU.
The project is similar to the recent one in
Albania. The main purpose is to kick-start
Amateur Radio in the DPRK, so DXpedition
operation will be secondary to that purpose,
as it was in Albania. But if the project
succeeds, P5's could quickly become
commonplace, just as ZA' s did.
from the April '92 'Auto Call, ' the paper of
the Foundation for Amateur Radio, Box
7612, Falls Church, VA 22040-1452.

Jack's Lack
Jack, who ardently chased a DX;
Gave no thought to the opposite sex.
When a pileup finally cracked
Jack discovered something he lacked
His spouse- she left with Tex.

- AF6S (1991)

Ron, ZLlAMO, in his shack- AF6S photo, Mar. '92
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More DX Convention Pictures
The DX Forum Panel

Wayne Mills, N7NG

Chod Harris, VP2ML (WB2CHO)

6

all photos by AF6S

N7NG; Charles Hutchinson, K8CH; and Jim Maxwell, W6CF

VP2ML; Rusty Epps, W60AT; and Ellen White, WlYL
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Even More Pix

And now for today's numbers. The
combined DXpedition total was up by four
today. Total volume rose to 384,926 QSOs,
while countries were down 10%. From Hartford
the ARRL reported the supply of slims held
steady at ....

6y 'Dick._Maatfo~ ~'BM

Clockwise, starting at right: Mr.
Agim Muco (Secretary General,
Albanian PTT and keynote
banquetspeaker),AntennaForum
panel (two pix), the NCDXF
table- in the hallway, award
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Dues Due July 1 Calibrating DXers
byRon, NG6X

for the NCO XC year July 1, '92
through June 30, '93
Annual Dues schedule:
Regular Member
$24
Family Member
Add$15
Absentee Member
$16
(Outside ofNCDXC Area)
Please send your check to:
NCDXC Treasurer
Box 608
Menlo Park, CA 94026-0608
Club By-Laws require that those whose dues
are not received by September 1 be put on
inactive status. To reactivate membership, a
person must submit a Reinstatement
Application and subsequently be voted back
in by the general membership.
The reinstatement procedure forces your
officers to expend time and effort needlessly.
They serve the club voluntarily, but you
can't blame them for feeling abused when
doing unnecessary work. And it takes no
more time to pay your dues now than later.
So don't let it slide!
~

During the cocktail party at this year's
Visalia Convention, W6BJH and my XYL
Nancy were passing the time by peoplewatching. Ted commented that he could tell
the country-count of a DXer at a glance. His
method? He said the key was how low the
crotch in their pants hung.
Sceptical, Nance suggested they test the
hypothesis on DXers nearby. So they asked
the country-count of some dapper, welltailored hams in the room. Their totals were
all in the 125 to 175 range. But sure enough,
when they asked those with slightly baggy
pants, the counts were around 250. Then
they spotted one fellow whose pants-crotch
was down at his knees. He turned out to be
an honor roll member, by his own admission.
Eventually, just as they were tiring of the
game, an elderly man staggered in. He had a
pocket protector full of pencils and pens, and
a baseball hat with a two-letter call in dayglow red block letters. They couldn't resist,
so they walked over and Ted asked, "Excuse
me, are you on the honor roll?"
"No," the man said, ~'I'm here for the FOC
dinner!"

~

NCDXC Treasurer's Report
Feb. 1 to Mar 31 , 1992
by Bob, N06X

Checking account activity:
Jan. 31 EOM balance
Receipts
Feb.
Mar (dinner mtg.)
Total receipts
Expenditures
Feb.
Mar.
Total
Mar. 31 EOM balance

7,796.75
188.50
854.00
1,042.50
799.26
1,975.49
2,774.75
6,064.50

Savings account :
Bank of America (bal. 03/19/92) 14,845.58
American Savings (bal. 3/10/92) 9,804.49
Total
24,649.99

24,649.99

Repeater fund:
Balance 1/10/92
8

1,605.60

Editorial
by Dave Barton, AF6S
Visalia was fun, but it could have been
better. As we look forward to NCDXC's
sponsorship next year, it's a good time to
look for improvements that could be made.
In years past, more than one event ran
simultaneously most of the day Saturday, so
you could choose among them. Maybe m?re
effort needs to be devoted to attractmg
speakers. Of course, our club does better in
that department anyway- go team! The
paucity of events did allow more time to
socialize, a partial compensation.
Banquets are seldom exciting, but
everyone I saw during the interminable
drawing looked bored. They did stay, but
only because of the big prizes at the end. The
tedium needs to be reduced. Inconsequential
gifts shouldn't be awarded in the ban~u~t
drawing. The drawing might be fun 1f 1t
lasted 15 minutes or so, but not much longer.
And why should you have to be present to
win any OX Convention drawing? You
come to the convention to socialize, hear
presentations, and see the latest equipment.
Who wants to return to a vendor's booth for
a drawing? It's too crowded to see what's
displayed. And what does a vendor gain by
having us present for the drawing? Why not
post the winners. Then someone from each
California club could take their members'
unclaimed prizes home. That would
probably leave only a few unclaimed prizes,
whose winners could be contacted by mail.
Surely any winner would pay shipping cost.
If not, their prizes could be re-raffled at the
sponsoring club's next meeting.
Now let's think about people's religious
sensibilities. We want visitors to feel both
welcome and at ease, don't we? Well, how
do you suppose the non-Christians felt
during that Christian convocation? I think
some may have been less than comfortable.
I'm sure no offense was intended. But a
truly universal convocation is not possible.
So why not just eliminate it? We could have
a Christian blessing as a separate event, but
it's not appropriate at the banquet.
I'm sorry if I've ruffled feathers, but we're
discussing the International DX Conven~
tion. Can we have it both ways?
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Antenna Legal Worries
by Ron Johnson, WE7H

noncombustible, non-absorbent tube or bushing; (2) through an opening
· ·
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· ·
·
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reJecUon on a mmor mts e on my part.
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bo
That set me worrymg
a ut my antennas,
Antenna discharge units:
and the following questions came to mind.
Each conductor of a lead-in shall be
What if lightning hits an antenna that
provided With an antenna discharge unit
hadn't passed a code inspection? What if it
or
other suitable means that will drain
not only fries the ham equipment, but also
static
charges from the antenna system
bums the house down? What if the fire
(except
where coax is used and is
damages a neighbor's property? I realized it
permanently
and effectively grounded).
might be possible for me to end up in jail and
Where
a
discharge
unit is not installed,
for my family to end up house-less, because
lightning
protection
may be provided by
of a code requirement my system failed to
a
switch
that
connects
the lead-in to
entirely satisfy.
ground
when
the
station
is not in
What to do? I went to the library and
operation.
found a copy of the National Electrical
Code, based on the latest edition of "NFPA Grounding conductors: All grounding
70 National Electrical Code, the nation's
conductors shall be of copper,
most authoritative electrical safety reference.
aluminum, copper-clad steel, bronze, or
In offering my summary of Article 810corrosion-resistant material. Insulation
'amateur transmitting and receiving stations,
of grounding conductors is not required,
antenna systems,"-I'm not offering legal
but they must be securely fastened and
advice ... just a quotation of the code. Most
protected from physical damage.
of it is obvious, but a review might be useful.
Grounding conductors for an antenna
Also, most hams use coax feedlines today,
mast or antenna discharge unit shall run
but the code addresses open feeders too. The
in as straight a line as practicable to the
following is extracted from Article 810:
grounding electrode.
Antenna wire size: Less than 150-foot
span: 14 A WG minimum; greater than
150-foot span, hard-drawn copper: 10
AWG minimum; copper-clad steel: 12
A WG minimum.
Building clearance (antennas and leadins}-Firmly mounted at least 3 inches
clear of building surfaces on nonabsorbent supports, such as treated pins
or brackets equipped with insulators
having not less than 3 inches air-gap.
(Note: [for coax] that is permanently
and effectively grounded, the clearance
requirement is waived. However, leadins shall be so located as to make
accidental contact with them difficult.)
Building entrance: Except where coax is
used, lead-in conductors for transmitting
stations shall enter buildings by one of
the following: ( 1) through rigid,
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Grounding electrode(s): The grounding
conductor shall be connected to the
nearest accessible location on the
building grounding electrode, the
grounded interior metal water piping
system, or outside the building and shall
not be smaller than 10 AWG copper or
8 AWG aluminum or 17 A WG copperclad steel. Note: a single grounding
conductor shall be permitted for both
protective and operating purposes.
Antenna masts are required to be
grounded to the same grounding
electrode used for the electrical service
used for the electrical system of the
building. (This is necessary to assure
that all exposed dead metal parts are at
the same electrical potential.) In many
cases, masts are incorrectly connected to
conveniently located vent pipes, metal
gutters, or downspouts. This can create

-.potential differences between various
metal parts of the building and lead-in
conductors, resulting in shock and fire
hazards. Gas piping must never be used
for the required grounding electrode.
Where multiple grounding electrodes
are used, they must be bonded together
with jumpers no smaller than 6 AWG
copper.
Interior installation, transmitting
stations: All conductors inside the
building shall be separated by at least 4
inches from the conductors of any
electric light, power, or signaling
circuit.
Equipment grounding: All metallic parts
shall be effectively connected to ground,
including all external metal handles and
controls accessible to operating
personnel.
Supports: Antennas and lead-ins shall be
securely supported and shall not be
attached to the electric service mast or
to poles carrying open wires of over 250
Volts between conductors. Antennas or
lead-in wires must not cross over open
conductors, and side-clearance of at
least two feet shall be maintained
(remember to allow extra clearance for
swinging in the wind).
Whew, that's a lot to take in! But it's basic
and it all makes sense. Much of this material
is outlined in the ARRL Handbook.
When did you last review your system for
safety and legality? Are a few changes
needed to meet code?
When I was a youth, still living at home,
my mom refused to dust, touch, or even get
near the maze of wires surrounding my radio
equipment- and I couldn't blame her. I
experienced of my worst ever electrical
shocks when I touched two pieces of ham
equipment that turned out to be at different
"ground" potentials. When I woke up I
wondered, at first, why I was laying on the
floor against the wall on the opposite side of
the room!
from the Feb. 1992 'PHD News' of the PHD

ARA of Liberty, MO.
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All in the Ham Family

Antenna Party

by Chris Breish, KA3YFK

by Missy Stone, KB5DBX

In late October 1990, my family decided to
take up Amateur Radio as a family project. I
was all for it, but my older brother Jay
needed encouragement.
We located a hamfest by listening to the
Quakertown repeater, and went there in great
anticipation. We picked up Tune in the
World with Ham Radio and, when we asked
about Novice classes, were directed to
Warren Erdman, K3ZXQ. He "signed us up"
for his soon-to-start class.
It didn't take my family long to complete
those classes. My dad passed his Novice on
November 15, after a long study session
waiting for his boss at the Orlando airport.
After Dad returned home, Mr. Erdman gave
us the tests. We were pleased our family
"Elmer," Mr. Dee Hester, N6BQR, could be
there to sign the paperwork.
Black Friday, November 23, was good to
us. Mom, Jay, and I passed Novice tests, and
dad passed his Technician that day. I did
panic momentarily, when Mr. Erdman
accidentally played the 13 WPM code tape.
Dad had promised a radio if Jay and I
passed the test, so we each got a brand new
Icom 03AT as a holiday gift.
Our licenses arrived in a month. Mom got
KA3YFL, Jay got KA3YFJ, Dad got
N3IVB, and I became KA3YFK. We were
on our way!
Dad wanted each of us to have at least a
Technician, but Mom was the only one to
achieve it during January. Her new call,
N2IWL, came in February. Dad must have
planned it that way; he had already bought
her a 2-meter and 440-MHz radio which she
couldn't have used as a Novice.
Instead of watching TV in November of
1991, I listened to the Gordon West
(WB6NOA) theory tapes, which Dad had
bought for Mom. I went to sleep every
evening that month listening to "Gordo."
Then, after reviewing the question pool with
Dad, I took the test-and aced it! Wow.
What a great feeling!
Again in late 1991, Dad offered Jay and
me an incentive to upgrade. He would add
something to the shack if I got my General
and Jay got his Technician by January 6.
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Dad said it would be easy to go on to
General with the Tech stuff still fresh in my
mind, so I listened to more Gordo as I went
to sleep each night. Dad had a copy of
"Super Morse" (by M. Lee Murrah,
WDSCID) and that helped me "getback in
the swing of things"- I hadn't used code for
almost a year. Even so, it took just two
weeks of study before I aced that 13 WPM
code test!
Jay passed his too, and our reward was a
multimode TNC. We can now be rea:hed on
the WB3JOE BBS (145.090), not to mention
other modes and nodes.
I had been looking forward to getting on
the 40-meter "Fish Net" and now I could.
Some of my new Fish Net friends are Tom
KA1UGH; Rick, KDlBR; Brian, WS3F;
Joe Sr., W AUKS; Jack, N2JTO; Ken,
N1GPL; Alan, KF8PM; Derrick, WM1U;
Marty, KAURA; Dave, N4FFG; and Fran,
KA3WTF.
Dad kept ahead of us, taking his Advanced
and Extra segments in November of 1991.
He got the KE3AH call in December.
I enjoyed operating the W30K
"Christmas City Special Event Station" on
December 21, 1991. I made about 40
contacts, some with my Fish Net friends.
February 11, 1992 brought three new
licenses to our house: Jay, N3LQV; Dad,
WV3M; and I became a General-but kept
the call KA3-Young-Fine-Kid.
Mom may try for her General soon. I hope
she does; then when I go away to school I
can talk to her.
I was 8 years old when I passed my
Novice test and 9 when I got my General. I
hope to upgrade to Extra this summer, well
before my tenth birthday.
I'd like to thank all the friends who have
helped and encouraged me along the way.
Steve, N3ANW came and saw me take my
General code test, and Bob, WF3H saw to it I
was allowed to operate W30K during the
Christmas event. And thanks to all my Fish
Net buddies (even though they are "a little
older than me"). And of course I'm grateful
for my "Family of Hams."

I recently went to my first antenna party- at
my husband,
KDSDBY. Also attending this gala affair
were WSLDU, NSDOX, NUSD, NSJLP,
and NSOCX. WSLFW also made a token
showing, but he apparently decided the event
probably wouldn't improve his social
standing, so he left.
Dress was casual and so was etiquette, as
NSJLP let us all know how long the flavor of
Dr. Pepper lasts- by showing, rather than
telling, with repeated eructations.
There was much to learn. WSLDU,
resident Solderer-Laureate, demonstrated
what happens when you lay a hot iron on the
carpet. He also showed us how to get all that
stinking fuzz off the iron.
All marveled at KBSDBY's nimble
fingers, as he dismounted all the antennas
from the mast. I believe we actually found
every nut, bolt and tool he dropped.
NSDOX thrilled most of us with the
sensitivity of his olfactory organ when he
said, "This chair smells like pizza." I wasn't
impressed; he couldn't even identify the type
pizza he was sitting on.
In devil-may-care fashion, NSFFY
exhibited his zest for life by concocting a
"hurricane"- one of his "You can learn
bartending at home" specialties. I found the
blend of Sprite and Coke less than
intoxicating, but the ants were attracted to
the flower pot on the patio.
NUSD dazzled us with anecdotes and a
stirring attempt to get into the Guiness Book
of World Records by staying up a tower the
longest while accomplishing the least.
Man-about-town NSOCX would have
made Amy Vanderbilt proud the way he
showed up late. His touch of class was well
demonstrated when he arrived just after the
last antenna work was completed, but in time
for the (replacement) pizza.
As for me? As you might expect, I was the
epitome of savoir-faire. You don't believe it?
Hey, it's my article and I'm allowed some
artistic license, aren't I?

from the Delaware-Lehigh ARC's April '92
'W30K Corrai'-W3PYF Editor

from the Temple (TX) ARC April '92 'TARC
Bulletin-WA5EQQ Editor

NSFFY~s__house- with
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Book Review

Radio
Frequency
Interference
and How to Fix It
Edited by Ed Hare, KAICV and Robert
Schetgen, KU7G, ARRL, Newington, Cf,
1991
by Dave Heller, K3TX

Amateur literature on RFI has been restricted
to magazine articles, although several
booklets have appeared, including
Interference Handbook (Radio Publications,
1981) and the FCC's Interference Handbook
(which is sent to those who lodge
interference complaints with the FCC).
The new ARRL book is intended as a
comprehensive guide to RFI, with emphasis
on Amateur Radio applications.
It meets that goal. Most types of
interference problems that face an Amateur
are covered, and the most common types are
treated in a thorough and practical manner.
Chapter sixteen is particularly good. Here
a great amount of data was laboriously
compiled to show why certain filters work
while others don't.
Nearly everything in electronics these
days is obsolete by the time it's published.
Yet this book is remarkably current and the
editing and illustrations are excellentdespite a few typos.
It's difficult to write a book that's
understandable by a novice and still valuable
to the more advanced reader, but the editors
of Interference Handbook have succeeded.
There are a few gaps in the coverage. J' d
like to see more on the setting up of
interference committees-a favorite topic of
mine-and a bibliography, even if limited.
The definitive work on a subject of interest
to every Amateur, this work may become as
popular as the ARRL Handbook. In addition
to ham shacks, it will find its way into many
engineering offices, just as the ARRL
Handbook always has.
from the February 1992 'X-Mitter,' the
newsletter of the Penn Wireless Association
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Latest CIS QSL Buro Addresses
UAlA, UAIC
QSL Bureau
37 Lieutenant Schmidt Embankment
199034 St. Petersburg, Russia

UI

UA3A, UA3C
QSL Bureau
9/10 Prospekt Vemadskogo
117311 Moscow, Russia

UJ Tajik QSL Bureau
10 Sport St.
734026 Dushanbe
Tajikistan, C.I.S.

UA1-6, 9,0
QSLBureau
Box88
Moscow, Russia

UL Kazakh QSL Bureau
105-A Rozybakiyev St.
380033 Alma-Ata
Kazakhstan, C.I.S.

UB Ukraine QSL Bureau
27 Industrial St.
252056 Kiev
Ukraine

UM Kyrghyz QSL Bureau
1 Botanicheskey Pereulok
720052 Bishkek
Kyrghyzstan, C.I.S.

UC Belarus QSL Bureau
48 Kazimts St.
230034 Minsk
Belarus, C.I.S.

UO Moldova QSL Bureau
59 Bemadratstsi St.
277014 Kishinev
Moldova, C.I.S.

UD Azerbaijan QSL Bureau
Box 165
370000Baku
Azerbaijan, C.I.S.

ES Estonia QSL Bureau
Box 125
200125 Tallinn
Estonia

UF Georgia QSL Bureau
12 Borchorm St.
380044 Tbilisi
Georgia, C.I.S.

L Y Lithuania QSL Bureau
15 Basanavichaus St.
232009 Vilnius
Lithuania

UG Armenia QSL Bureau
87 Prospekt Ordzhonikidze
375007 Yerevan
Armenia, C.I.S.

YL Latvia QSL Bureau
Box 164
226098 Riga - Center
Latvia

UH Turkmen QSL Bureau
Box 555
744020 Ashkhabad
Turkmenistan, C.I.S.

submitted by Dick, WABSLO (country names
and one city name (Frunze) were updated
by AFBS based on information compiled by
Zoltan Grossman-see March '92 DXer)

Prez Sez

Congratulations are due Lou, K6TMB,
our new DXer of the Year. Also, Tom,
K6TS, has been honored as a new member
of the First-Class Operators' Club (FOC)
worldwide ham fraternity.
Election of new officers ("New Broom'')
will be held at the June meeting, so now is
the time to contact nominating committee
members Smitty, W6JZU, and Randy,
WB6CUA-to help them build a new slate,
preparatory to "thawing the bums out of
office," hi-hi.
~

by Bill, W6TE., v

Don Bostrum, N61C, and his volunteer crew
deserve our thanks for a fine job on the
International DX Convention.
Next year "Knock," K6ITL will be
chairman and he needs volunteers to help
with various aspects of the job. So give
Knock a call if you would like a role in the
1993 Visalia convention.

Uzbek QSL Bureau
86-A Khurshid Prospekt
700017 Tashkent
Uzbekistan, C.I.S.
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TS-850
HF Transceiver

~
Advanced Technology Performance
108 db Dynamic Range, Optional DSP
CALL FOR LOW PRICE

\t?YAESU
v
FT-990

0

ICOM

IC-765

~
1OOW HF Gen Cov Transceiver
DDS, QSK • 500Hz CW Filter included
CALL FOR LOW PRICE
OAKLAND , CA 94606
2210 Livingston St
(510) 534-5757
(800) 854-6046
Rich. WA91.WB. Mgr
1880 at 23rd Ave. ramp
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Call or visit HRO and check out
the new Kenwood 950 SOX
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40' Tubular Tower
REG. $809 SALE $629

MA-550~

1OOW HF Transceiver
General Coverage Receiver
Maximum Operation Flexibility
SALE! CALL FOR PRICE

81'13f.'l·f•J•i:J30.40:'i!!!
SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
510 Lawence Expi'IY #10
(408) 736-9496
(8001 854 6046

TOWER
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NOW TOLL FREE
IN CALIFORNIA!
'CALL TOLL FREE:
West ·
1-800-854-6046

•

Store Walk-In
Hours:
10 00 AM
to 5.30 PM
Closed Sunda

55' Tubular Tower
Handles 10 sq. ft. at 50 mph
Pleases neighbors with
tubular streamlined look
REG. $1369 SALE $999

~ TX-455 Sale$1389
55' Freestanding Crank-Up
Handles 18 sq. ft. at 50 mph
No guying required
Extra-strength construction
Can add raising and
motor drive accessories

Towers Rated to EIA Specifications
Other Models at Great Prices!

